
 

20 DAY ALLERGY CHALLENGE  
 

WINPRO is excited to offer our 20 Day Allergy Challenge.  Below are the requirements to apply 
and program details. 

 
Challenge details: 
 

● WINPRO will provide (2) 20 count Allergy Pouches per dog at no charge. 
● Upon full completion of challenge and requirements WINPRO will provide an additional 

30 day supply of WINPRO supplements. 
 
Challenge participant will commit to the following: 
 

1. Give WINPRO daily as recommended  (2 chews per day) for 20 consecutive days 
2. Record 2 simple unedited videos documenting results 
3. Will communicate with WINPRO with any questions, concerns, progress during the 20 

day challenge 
 
Rules: 
 
-(2) dogs max per household 
-Cannot re-sell any provided product 
-Must document via video at minimum 2 stages of the challenge (any additional video is 
welcomed...and at day 10 is really great it possible!) 
 

1. Video #1 (before starting WINPRO) 
2. Video #2 (21st day or conclusion of challenge) 

 
*Video #1 must be received and approved prior to product being sent 
 
Suggested video loose outlines - these are to provide “ideas and helpful tips” - you do not need 
to follow these verbatim: 
 

1. Video #1 (before starting WINPRO) 
○ Hi, this is (name) and I am excited to take part in WINPRO’s 20 day Allergy 

challenge.  My dog (name) is (xx) years old & has been struggling with (insert 
issues and show via video). So I am really excited to see how WINPRO’s Allergy 
product helps!  
 



 
 

2. Video #2 (21st day or conclusion of challenge) 
○ Hey again, Wow!  Me and <<insert dog name>> have officially completed 

WINPRO’s 20 day Allergy challenge. It’s time to share the results with you all 
following along in this journey. Here is (insert name) and after 20 days… she/he 
is (insert the results while videoing)  So in conclusion, after using WINPRO for 20 
days straight - we recommend/love/can’t live without/etc. WINPRO’s Allergy 
chews. Thanks WINPRO!  

 
 
Video Usage Rights: 
 
By submitting videos and being a part of the WINPRO 20 Day Allergy Challenge you give full 
rights to WINPRO to use video for marketing purposes.  
 
FAQ’s 
 
How do I send videos: 
 

1. Via email to timm@winpropet.com 
2. Use a free software to transfer big files →> www.wetransfer.com 

 
 
How do I record them? 
 
Cell phone is the easiest way to record and also send. 
 
What if I am camera shy? 
 
You’re in luck, we really want to focus on your dog anyway :)  
 
Do I need to edit them? 
 
No editing needed. We will handle all splicing of videos and any editing. 
 
How long do the videos need to be? 
 
Just make them as simple and straightforward as possible. There isn’t a required or max length. 
But we would say for sure under 3 minutes total for 2-3 videos.  


